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We combine technology
with innovation to help you
grow as a business.



who
we
are

Since we first started in
1990, we believed that
technology is the future,
and it should be used to
solve complex business
challenges.

We use the latest
technology to create
innovative solutions that
help our clients grow. 

We are passionate about
what we do and our goal
is to make a difference in
the lives of our clients.



why
choose us?

We listen

We solve problems

We are flexible

We are here to understand your business and translate
your needs into real automated operations.

We help you harvest and analyze your data, run daily
operations, connect all your team, increase your return
on investment and save time.

We customize our pricing, plans and payment cycles
based on your needs and your business size.



a word
from the
ceo

At CODERS® we have a “hands on” approach
and value performance management, while
focusing on creating long-term business
relationships through the selection of the best
talent and constant drive to perform beyond
our clients’ expectations.

Our knowledge is deeply rooted in the projects
we have developed, and our service is based on
our professional experience in various
industries.

Finally, I would like to thank our team and our
loyal customers who trusted us and gave us the
opportunity to serve them best & grow
together.

Mr. Imad Kozem
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dedicated to 

Our cloud-based solutions and services are
designed to help mid- and large-size
organizations operate more efficiently and
effectively in today's digital landscape.

Our commitment to Microsoft ensures that
we always stay ahead of the curve, so you
can trust that your data is safe and secure.
In 2023, we will continue to lead the way in
innovation and technology, helping you
reach new heights.



our products

CRM for the systematic oversight
and maintenance of consumer

relationships, and the data, sales
and engagements that go along
with it - tailored specifically for

Luxury brands.

SuitUp SocialOn
Aggregate your leads and gather

insights to take contextual
information and enable the
personalized interactions -

developed for NGO's.

Developed by CODERS® team, powered by Microsoft®

DataBoards
Unlike traditional BI solutions,

our self-service BI helps you
reduce costs, simplifies

operations, and enhances
security. All your reports in

one place.



RetailPlus™Pharma365™
Centralize your entire

operations in a single database.
The system offers a full range of
functionalities that will help you

meet the needs of the most
demanding retail environment.

BookedIn™
BookedIn™ is an easy to use and

fast to implement restaurant
software solution that covers

everything and anything a
restaurant might need. 

Our Products Solution for
Pharmaceutical Distributors that

facilitates the syncing of all
departments activities and data,

irons out business operations and
guarantees transparent

mechanisms across the board.

Our retail solutions are a localization built on top of LS Retail
and Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central*

https://coders.solutions/solutions/ls-retail/
https://coders.solutions/solutions/microsoft-dynamics-365-business-central/


A flexible ERP system
performing various

production processes and
management functions for

manufacturing.

BatchPro™ OpenBooks™
Provides accounting and

finance solutions to help you
track and analyze your
business information.

ContraMan™
Improve productivity,

transparency, and compliance.
Estimate accurately, control your

project costs and continually
optimize your Construction

processes



ProMart™
ProMart365™ is a localization built
on top of LS Retail and Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Business Central. A
Complete retail solution designed
especially for supermarkets. This
ERP for supermarkets helps manage
the whole operations efficiently –
from head office to POS terminals.

VogueIn™
Transform any customer visit into

a great experience and let your
in-store team promote your

brand to make each customer
feel valued - customized solution

for Fashion Brands

EasyBuild™
Manage your projects, equipment,
workforce, and financial
operations and make more
informed decisions quickly with
access to real-time data.

https://coders.solutions/solutions/ls-retail/
https://coders.solutions/solutions/microsoft-dynamics-365-business-central/


StaffBit™
Easy attendance method, request
documents, request leaves, check

reports, leave planner, issue
announcements all in one mobile

application.

PayDay™
A global payroll solution that

helps streamline activities and
integrates payroll with

associated business processes.







You're in good
company!

www.coders.solutions
info@coders.solutions

+961 (01) 303 189

Sa'eb Salam Av.,
Owaini Building, 4th Floor

Beirut, Lebanon

tel:0096101303189

